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Abstract. We present a general method to combine different datatypes
in Abstract Interpretation, within the framework of verification of re-
active system. We focus more precisely on the efficient representation
and approximation of the transfer functions involved in the abstract fix-
point computations. The solution we propose allows to tune smoothly
the necessary tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency in the analysis.

1 Introduction

We are interested in the verification by Abstract Interpretation [8] of reactive
systems with infinite state space, generated by a set of variables of different types
(enumerated types, integers, FIFO queues, . . . ). Combining different datatypes
in Abstract Interpretation is however difficult, especially in the case where a
relational abstract domain is needed and when some of the involved datatypes
have an infinite domain. For instance, how to represent efficiently the logical
relation b ⇒ (x < 0) ∨ (x > 10), where b is a Boolean and x a real ? And,
during a fixpoint computation, how should we compute its image by the vector of

transition functions
(
b
x

)
�−→

(
b ∨ (x>1)

if b ∧ (x>5) then 2x else x− 1

)
? Efficiency

is here a major issue: for instance synchronous programs [12] that have dozens
of Boolean and numerical variables are still small programs. Their transition
functions can nevertheless involve many conditions.

[17] proposed a solution based on the partitioning of a basic non-relational
abstract domain to represent relationship between datatypes. However it did not
focus on the efficient representation and computation of the symbolic transition
functions of the analysed system, which is the object of this paper. For this
purpose [16] describes a technique inspired by compilation techniques of the
Lustre synchronous language [13], and applies it to the verification of Lustre
programs with both Boolean and numerical variables.

In this paper we generalize this method, formalize it in an abstract interpreta-
tion framework and analyse complexity and accuracy issues. This generalization
allows to combine any datatypes, provided that suitable abstract domains are
available for each of them. This method has lead to considerable performance
improvement without being penalized by the loss of precision. For the applica-
tion we have in mind, which is the analysis of reactive systems, an important
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point is that the performance problem is often as important as the precision
problem.

Related Work. Several generic operators for composing abstract domains have
been proposed in the litterature. The direct and reduced product [9] lead to
domains which are non-relational, and where the image f(x) of a concrete el-
ement x by the function f is abstracted by the pair (fα1(xα1), fα2(xα2)): the
components do not interact during the computation, which leads in our case to
a very coarse approximation. In order to solve this latter limitation, the open
product [7] uses a notion of query which allows fα1 for instance to check if a
property on xα2 is satisfied. However, it does not allow to split xα2 w.r.t. to the
satisfaction of the property. It should also be noted that these products were
mainly intended for combining two abstract domains of the same concrete do-
main, rather than unrelated domains like IBn and Pol(IRp). Only the tensor pro-
duct [21,22] leads to a truly relational domain. It exhibits the nice property that
℘(D1)⊗℘(D2) = ℘(D1×D2). If we use it to combine the Boolean lattice IBn with
the lattice of convex polyhedra Pol(IRp), we get IBn⊗Pol(IRp) = IBn → Pol(IRp),
which is actually the lattice used in [14]. We however argued in [17] that its com-
plexity in O(2n) limits too strongly the number n of Boolean variables taken into
account in the analysis. Moreover it is not clear that the tensor product of in-
finite lattices is computable (consider Pol(IRp) ⊗ Reg(Σ), where Reg(Σ) is the
lattice of regular languages over Σ).

In the verification community, combining enumerated types with an infinite
type (counters, clocks, FIFO queues (e.g. [1,15,4]) is common. In many cases
however, finite-state variables are entirely put in the control structure and there
is only one infinite type: the verification algorithms manipulate then sets of val-
ues of the same type. Among the works aimed at combining different types, [18,
19] use Bdds where some variables are associated to numerical constraints to
combine Boolean and numerical datatypes. [5,25] uses instead formula in a kind
of disjunctive form. These proposals can be viewed as instances of the disjunctive
completion technique [10] applied to the direct product of the domains associ-
ated to each datatype. The common philosophy of these works is to perform
exact computations as much as possible and to accept approximations mainly
in acceleration and/or widening operators. We give a more precise comparison
of these works with ours in the section 5.

In the constraint solving community, there exists classical methods to com-
bine decision procedures, for instance [20,23]. However they are usually restricted
to quantifier-free formulas, which prevents the computation of postconditions
and allows the computation of preconditions only in the case of closed systems
(by using substitution). Their use in verification would also require a suitable
widening operator.

Outline of the paper. We first present in section 2 the model of the programs we
want to verify, and in section 3 our analysis framework. Section 4 discusses briefly
how to manipulate transition functions. Section 5 presents the basic methods to
compute transfer functions. Section 6 presents our method based on a combina-
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tion of the basic methods. Section 7 explains how to perform partial evaluation
and its usefulness on a partitioned system. We present in section 8 some exper-
iments before concluding.

2 The Model of the Considered Programs

We consider in this paper programs that have the following structure: they have
only a finite set of control points (defined by a “program counter” variable)
and a finite set of variables of different types (Boolean and enumerated types,
numbers, queues over some alphabet, . . . ).

Definition 1 (Types, domains & predicates). We assume a set
T = {t1, . . . , t|T |} of variable types; to each type t ∈ T is associated:

– a domain Dt, in which variables of type t take their values;
– for any k ≥ 0, a set C(k)t of elementary predicates X ⊆ Dk

t ;
– for any k ≥ 0, a set E(k)t of elementary functions Dk

t → Dt;

The intuition behind this definition is that elementary predicates and functions
are easy to abstract and will be used as building blocks to define more complex
predicates and functions.

Example 1. In the case of synchronous programs considered in [17,16], we had
T = {bool, int} and{

Dbool = IB, C(k)bool = {bi, b̄i}1≤i≤n, E(k)bool = IBk → IB

Dint = lQ, C(k)int = LinCons( lQk), E(k)int = LinExpr( lQk)

}

where LinExpr( lQk) is the set of affine expressions and LinCons( lQK) the set of
linear constraints on lQK . In other words, all Boolean predicates are allowed,
whereas elementary numerical predicates are linear constraints and elementary
numerical functions are affine functions. ✷

For any vector n = (n1, . . . , n|T |) of natural numbers and for any tk ∈ T ,
ntk

denotes nk. We note Dn the set
∏

t∈T D
nt
t , which will be the state space of

the program. For any element d ∈ Dn, dt denotes its projection on the domain
Dnt

t . We will consider in the sequel the following kind of conditional functions,
built by combining elementary predicates and functions.

Definition 2 (Conditional functions). The set F (n)
t of conditional functions

of type Dn → Dt is defined by the syntax:
funt ::= expr t | if cond then funt else funt

expr t ∈ E(nt)
t , cond ∈ ⋃

t∈T C(nt)
t

Intuitively, conditional functions are elementary functions guarded by predicates
on variables of any type. The value of a function of a certain type may depend on
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values of other types only through tests on elementary predicates. The semantics
of f ∈ F (n)

t is the obvious one:

�if c then f+ else f−� = λd ∈ Dn . Ite(�c�(d), �f+�(d), �f−�(d))
�expr t ∈ E(nt)

t � = λd . expr(dt) , �cond ∈ C(nt)
t � = λd . (dt ∈ cond)

Example 2. In the previous example, if b1 and b2 are Boolean variables and x1, x2
are integer variables, then f(b,x) = (if b1 ∧ b2 then x1 + x2 else x1) is a valid
conditional function, but g(b,x) = (if b1∧(x2 ≥ 0) then x1+x2 else x1) is not
valid; it can however be rewritten g(b,x) = (if b1 then (if (x2 ≥ 0) then x1 +
x2 else x1) else x1). The figure 1 shows other examples of conditional functions.
✷

We define now the structure of the programs we analyse.

Definition 3 (symbolic dynamic system). A symbolic discrete dynamic sys-
tem is a nuplet (V s, V i, Init ,Ast , (fv)v∈V ,Final) where:

– V s =
⋃

t∈T V
s
t is the set of state variable, where V s

t denotes the set of state
variables of type t; we note ns

t = |V s
t | the number of state variables of type t,

and ns the corresponding vector; V i is the set of input variables, for which
we use similar notations;

– Init ∈ F (ns)
bool is a Boolean function describing the set of initial states;

– Ast ∈ F (ns+ni)
bool is a Boolean function giving in each state the set of possible

inputs; it is called the assertion of the program;
– For every t ∈ T and variable v ∈ V s

t , f
v ∈ F (ns+ni)

t is a transition function
giving the value of the variable v in the next state in function of the current
value of state and input variables;

– for verification purpose, Final ∈ F (ns)
bool is a Boolean function specifying the

set of “bad” states that represents the violation of an invariance property.

Such a symbolic discrete dynamic system describes a ordinay discrete dynamic
system (S, I, Init ,Ast , τ,Final) where:

– S = Dns

(resp. I = Dni

) is the state (resp. input) space;
– Init = {s ∈ S | Init(s)} is the set of initial states;
– Ast = {(s, i) ∈ S ×Dni | Ast(s, i)} is the assertion;
– τ ⊆ S × S is defined by τ(s, s′) ⇐⇒ ∃i : τ(s, i, s′) where
τ(s, i, s′) ⇐⇒ Ast(s, i)∧(s′ = f(s, i)) ⇐⇒ Ast(s, i)∧∧

v∈V s
′
v = f

v(s, i);
– Final = {s ∈ S | Final(s)} is the set of final states.
Input variables and the assertion formula allow to model the environment of

an open system. They also allows to introduce non-determinism in an otherwise
deterministic systems. Notice that the formalism presented above corresponds
to the low-level semantics of dataflow synchronous languages. Most interpreted
automaton formalisms can enter in this framework (for instance the models used
in [4,1,6]). Imperative programs could also be described in this way, by using an
explicit program counter variable and an explicit call stack variable, although it
is probably not the most adequate representation.
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3 Analysis Framework and Abstract Interpretation

The analysis we want to perform are computations of reachable and/or core-
achable states (i.e., states leading to some final condition). The applications we
have in mind are the computation of invariants and the verification of safety
properties. We are also interested in semantic slicing, that is, in computing the
set of states that belongs to the executions starting from an initial state and
leading to a final state. We remind in this section the framework of [16].

Analysis purpose. We consider a symbolic dynamic system (V s, V i, Init ,
Ast , (fv)v∈V ,Final) that generates a discrete dynamic system (S, I, Init ,
Ast , τ,Final). For X,Y ⊆ S, let us note post = λX.{s′ | ∃s ∈ X : τ(s, s′)}
and pre = λY.{s | ∃s′ ∈ Y : τ(s, s′} the postcondition and precondition func-
tions. The set of reachable (resp. coreachable) states of a system is the set
reach = lfp(λX.Init ∪ post(X)) (resp. coreach = lfp(λX.Final ∪ pre(X))), where
lfp is the least fixpoint operator. If we want to verify a safety property, Init will
be the set of initial states of the system, Final the set of states violating the
property, and we want to check that reach ∩ Final = ∅ or Init ∩ coreach = ∅. If
we want to perform slicing, Init is the set of starting states of the executions of
interest, Final the set of goal states, and we want to compute reach ∩ coreach.
The abstract domain. As the above-mentioned fixpoints, defined on the pow-
erset of states ℘(S), are generally not computable, we use the abstract interpre-
tation theory to approximate them. We suppose that for each type t ∈ T and in-
teger n > 0 we have a Galois connection (℘(Dn

t ), αt, γt, A
(n)
t ). Our requirements

for a domain A(�,�,�,⊥,�) abstracting ℘(S) where S = Dn =
∏

t∈T D
nt
t are

the following: (i) we want to be compositional: A should be defined from the
A
(nt)
t ’s; (ii) we wish a suitable tradeoff between accuracy and complexity of the

abstract operations. We explained in the introduction why the “standard” prod-
uct operators proposed in the Abstract Interpretation community do not satisfy
the second requirement. [17] suggests as a solution to take the direct product
A(ns) =

∏
t∈T A

(ns
t )

t to abstract subsets of S, and to use partitioning on this
basic non-relational domain to establish relations between different datatypes.

Computation of transfer functions. We need suitable upper-approximations
of post and pre operators to solve the fixpoint equations in the abstract domain.
The best upper-approximation of these operators is often not computable or
is too expensive to compute. In addition an accurate result may be worthless
because most of the information it contains will be lost when merging the results
with the � operator on the (partitioned) domain.

The next sections present the main contribution of this paper, which is a
framework to represent and compute correct approximations of the transfer func-
tions post and pre.

4 Manipulation of Conditional Functions

We explain briefly here how we represent and manipulate conditional functions
f ∈ F (n)

t . These functions are proper binary decision diagrams, where decisions
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are taken depending on the truth value of elementary predicates, and where
their results are elements of type Dt. So the choice of Mtbdds (Multi-Terminal
Binary Decision Diagrams) [2] which is an efficient representation of decision
diagrams, is very natural. The use of Bdds and/or Mtbdds, the nodes of which
are labelled by predicates (or constraints), has been studied in several papers
[18,19,3]. Our own use differs however in one point: we use Mtbdds only to
represent the transition functions, whereas the cited references use them also to
represent and manipulate sets of states.

We will make use of the following operations on Mtbdds. Let f(c1, . . . , cn)
be a Mtbdd defined on the atomic predicates c1, . . . , cn and returning values
in some set T . The cofactor operation fl where l is a literal (i.e., an atom or
its negation) is the partial evaluation of f w.r.t. the literal l. This operation is
trivially extended to conjunctions of literals (or monomials) m and is noted fm.
The support supp(f) is the set of predicates involved in f . T(f) ⊆ T denotes
the set of terminals of f . The guard of a terminal t in f is the Bdd guard(t, f)
defined by guard(t, f)(c1, . . . , cn) ⇔ (f(c1, . . . , cn) = t). path(f) denotes the set
of paths (m, t) of f , where f is the conjunction of literals encountered from the
root node of f to the terminal t. In the case of a Bdd, path(f) will denote the
set of paths leading to true. For a Bdd f (a Mtbdd with T = {true, false}),
its factorization fact bdd(f) is the conjunction f = m∧fm where m the smallest
monomial such that f ⇒ m.

5 An Overview of Solutions for Abstract Transfer
Functions

We present here a set of simple methods to approximate transfer functions.
We consider a symbolic dynamic system (V s, V i, Init ,Ast , (fv)v∈V ,Final) gen-
erating a discrete dynamic system (S, I, Init ,Ast , τ,Final), where the relation
τ ⊆ S×I×S is defined by

τ(s, i, s′) ⇐⇒ Ast(s, i) ∧ (s′ = f(s, i)) ⇐⇒ Ast(s, i) ∧
∧

v∈V s

s′v = f
v(s, i)

For any concrete predicate x ∈ ℘(Dn), �x�α � α(x) will denote in the sequel
of the paper some correct approximation of x in A(n). As we will later use
postcondition and precondition on a partitioned abstract domain, we define the
abstract transfer functions in a somehow non-standard way. τ is first extended
to the powerset τγ : ℘(S× I×S) → ℘(S× I×S) with τγ(Z) = {(s, i, s′) ∈
Z | τ(s, i, s′)}. Our aim is now to approximate τγ with τα ∈ A(ns+ni+ns) →
A(ns+ni+ns), in order to obtain the following abstract transfer functions:

postα(X,Y ) �= �post(γ(X)) ∩ γ(Y )�α = ∃s∃i τα(X(s) � Y (s′))
preα(X,Y ) �= �γ(X) ∩ pre(γ(Y ))�α = ∃i∃s′ τα(X(s) � Y (s′))

where X(s) and Y (s′) are two abstract values.
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Fig. 1. Mtbdds of the transition functions and their product

Best correct upper-approximation. A first solution is to consider the prod-
uct Mtbdd f =

∏
v∈V f

v, and to consider all of its paths, after having inter-
sected Z with Ast :

τα
best(Z) =

⊔
a∈path(Ast)


 ⊔

(m,e)∈path(fa)

�a ∧m�α(s, i) � �s′ = e(s, i)�α � Z(s, i, s′)




If we assume that for each variable v ∈ V s, fv depends on at most #c predi-
cates, and we note #v = |V s|, f have at most 2#c·#v paths. If we suppose that
Ast depends on predicates involved in the fv, this method requires in the worst
case O(2#c·#v) atomic operations. We obtain the best correct upper approxi-
mation if conjunctions of conditions and elementary functions have best correct
approximations, i.e., if �m�α = α(�m�) and �s′ = e(s, i)�α = α(�s′ = e(s, i)�).
Example 3. Let us take V = V s = {x, y}, S = IR2, A = Pol(IR2), X = {x− 1 <
y ≤ x + 1,−7 ≤ x + y ≤ 7}, Y = �, Ast = true and the transition function
defined by:

fx = if x ≥ 0 then x+ 2 else x
fy = if y ≥ 0 then y else (if x ≥ 0 then y − 1 else − y)

The abstract valueX and theMtbdds of fx, fy and their product f are depicted
on Fig. 1. We compute
postα(X,Y )best = ∃x∃y( X�{y<0,x<0}�{x′=x,y′=−y} � X�{y<0,x≥0}�{x′=x+2,y′=y−1} �

X�{y≥0,x<0}�{x′=x,y′=y} � X�{y≥0,x≥0}�{x′=x+2,y′=y}
={y′≤4,−1≤x′+y′≤9,−4<y′−x′≤7,2x′+3y′≥−2,3y′−4x′>−15}

The result is depicted on Fig. 2.(a). ✷

For the sake of simplicity, we assume in the remainder of this section that Ast =
true.

Cartesian product. To avoid the blow-up of paths due to the product of
functions

∏
v∈V f

v, an alternative is to compute separately the effect of each
function fv on the dimension v′ of the state space:
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Fig. 2. Image of X by different postcondition operators, with R = �

τα
cart(Z) = �

v∈V


 ⊔

(m,ev)∈path(fv)

�m�α(s, i) � �s′v = ev(s, i)�α � Z(s, i, s′)




Using the same notations, the complexity is here O(#v ·2#c). Despite the decom-
position into a cartesian product, the result is relational because primed variable
may be related through their relationship with unprimed variables. However, it
is less precise, because lattices are not distributive in general: we only have
X � (Y1 � Y2) � (X � Y1) � (X � Y2).

Example 4. Taking the example 3, we compute

postα
cart(X,Y )

= ∃x∃y
(
(X�{x<0}�{x′=x} � X�{x≥0}�{x′=x+2}) �
(X�{y<0,x<0}�{y′=−y} � X�{y<0,x≥0}�{y′=y−1} � X�{y≥0}�{y′=y})

)
= {y′≤4,−1≤x′+y′≤9,−4<y′−x′≤7,2x′+3y′≥−2,3y′−4x′>−15}

The result is depicted on Fig. 2.(b). ✷

Abstracting predicates. Cartesian product allows to tackle the complexity
of the postcondition operator which comes from the product of the individual
functions fv. However, what to do when the single functions fv have themselves
complex definitions ? Such a situation happens in synchronous programs. A so-
lution is to simply omit the intersection with predicates involved in Mtbdds and
Bdds, and to consider only the sets of their terminals. Together with cartesian
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decomposition, we obtain:

τα
abs(Z) = �

v∈V


 ⊔

ev∈T(fv)

�s′v = ev(s, i)�α � Z(s, i, s′)




For the example 3 we get the result depicted on Fig. 2.(d). Assuming that
#e ≤ 2#c is the maximum number of terminals in the Mtbdds, the complexity
is here O(#e · #v). In practice we usually have #e " 2#c and the complex-
ity is considerably reduced. Of course, ignoring predicates garding elementary
functions leads to a less precise approximation of τγ than τα

cart.

Theorem 1 (Precision and complexity).
The different τα operators satisfy the inclusion
relationship τα

best � τα
cart � τα

abs and their com-
plexity is summarized in the following table.

best cart abs
2#v·#c #v · 2#c #v ·#e

Combination of the above solutions. The possibilities presented above can
be refined and combined in order to lead to solutions that exhibit intermediate
accuracy and complexity. For the predicate abstraction, an obvious refinement
consists in abstracting only a subset of predicates. For the cartesian product, it
is possible to partition V into an union of subsets, instead of partitioning it into
singletons. For instance, variables which are known to be strongly related should
be kept in the same subset in the cartesian decomposition. Also, when the same
condition c appears in many functions fv, it is better to first intersect X with
�c�α and �c̄�α before applying cartesian decomposition. This allows to establish
relations between variables depending whether the condition c is satisfied or not
and makes the result more precise. We say that we factorize the test on the
condition c.

Example 5. Taking again example 3, we first factorize the test on the predicate
x ≥ 0 and then apply the cartesian decomposition:
postα(X,Y )

= ∃x∃y

( (
(X�{x<0}�{x′=x}) � (X�{x<0,y<0}�{y′=−y} � X�{x<0,y≥0}�{y′=y})

)
�(

(X�{x≥0}�{x′=x+2}) � (X�{x≥0,y<0}�{y′=y−1} � X�{x≥0,y≥0}�{y′=y})
))

= {y′≤4,−1≤x′+y′≤9,−4<y′−x′≤7,2x′+3y′≥−2,3y′−4x′>−15}
which is depicted on Fig. 2.(c).

Comparison with existing works. Let us now detail the method of [5] cited
in the introduction. In order to represent sets of state and transition functions,
[5] uses formulas of the form:

∨
i

∧
t∈T a

t
i, where the a

t’s are formulas of type t.
The computation of a postcondition is done by considering the conjunction of
the formulas representing respectively the set of states and the transition rela-
tion, by putting it in the above-mentioned form, and by eliminating unprimed
variables from the obtained formula. The methods [18,19,3] cited in the intro-
duction, instead of the “disjunctive formulas” of [5], uses Bdds, the nodes of
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which are labelled by predicates (or constraints). Postcondition computations
are performed in a similar way, but with Bdd operations, the complexity of
which depends on the number of nodes of Bdds.

The obtained postcondition operators are then similar to our best correct
approximation method, with the difference that there is no abstract lattice: dis-
junctions and conjunctions are exact. In both cases, the semantics of predicates
is not taken into account by the logical operation on formulas (resp. Bdds)
and they can contain unsatisfiable conjunctions (resp. paths). So for emptiness
or inclusion test it is necessary to iterates on conjunctions (resp. paths) of the
representation and to remove the unsatisfiable ones. In the case of Bdds the
complexity of this operation depends obviously on the number of paths of the
Bdd, instead of the number of nodes. That means that the sharing provided by
Bdds is not so effective here.

6 A Parameterized Heuristic Method

We suggest here a method that combines the previous solutions and offers a
parameterized tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency.

6.1 Decomposed Relations and Their Construction

Our abstract relations will be described by a syntaxical structure called decom-
posed relation.

Definition 4 (Decomposed relation). An decomposed relation RV , indexed
by a set V of variables, is defined by the following syntax:

ll RV ::= Assert(m,RV ) m =
∧

i ci with ∀i : ci ∈ C
| Ite(c,RV , RV ) c ∈ C
| Cart(RV1 , . . . , RVp) {V1, . . . , Vp} being a partition of V ;
| Abs(v, f) V = {v}, f ∈ F

Assert is used to intersect the current value with a conjunction of conditions,
Ite is the if-then-else operator which allows to open a test on a condition, Cart
is the cartesian decomposition operator, and the terminal construct Abs allows
either to abstract the predicates guarding elementary operations in a conditional
function, either to evaluate the effect of an elementary operation. The semantics
of a decomposed relation is defined inductively on the table 1. The figure 3
depicts two decomposed relations, where oval boxes denote Assert, triangular
boxes Cart, and diamond boxes Ite operators.

Building a correct decomposed relation. Now that we defined a syntaxical
structure to describe abstract relations we need an algorithm that generate a
decomposed relation R such that �R�α is a correct approximation of τγ . We
present here such an algorithm. We first assume that Ast = true. The idea of
the algorithm is to use the Cart and Ite constructs to factorize the tests on the
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Table 1. Semantics of a decomposed relation

RV �·�α : A(2ns+ni) → A(2ns+ni)

Assert(m, R) λX . �R�α(X � �m�α)
Ite(c, Rt, Re) λX . �Rt�α(X � �c�α) � �Re�α(X � �c̄�α)

Cart(R1, . . . , Rp) λX . �1≤i≤p(�Ri�α(X))
Abs(v, f) λX .

⊔
e∈T(f) X � �s′

v = e(s, i)�α

Algorithm 1 Decomposing the transition relation
Function decompose(V, f , d)
Parameter: An integer 0 ≤ dmaxite ≤ ∞ (max. depth of Ite constructs)
Input: A set of variables V , a vector f of conditional functions, and an integer d
Output: A decomposed relation R

(1) begin
(2) if (∀v ∈ V : fv ∈ ⋃

t
E(nt)

t ) or (d = dmaxite) then
(3) return Cart({Abs(v, fv) | v ∈ V })
(4) else
(5) let c = choose cond(V ) in
(6) let V i = select var(c, V ) in
(7) let R+ = decompose(V i, fV i

c , d + 1) in
(8) let R− = decompose(V i, fV i

c̄ , d + 1) in
(9) let Ro = decompose(V \ V i, fV \V i

, d) in
(10) return Cart(Ite(c,R+,R−),Ro)
(11) end

predicates that are involved in several transition functions, and to compute the
effect of elementary operations, by using Cart and Abs operators.

Let us detail the algorithm 1. First of all, in line (1), if all the variables
in V are associated to elementary functions, they can be directly computed by
decomposing them into singletons and using the Abs construct. Also, if the
maximum depth d = dmaxite of Ite constructs has been reached, we use the
predicate abstraction, instead of going on opening tests with the Ite construct.

Otherwise, we should open a test. Line (5) selects a predicate on which a test
will be opened, then line (6) selects the variables that will be involved in the two
branches of the test. Once this is done, we apply recursively the algorithm. On
one hand, lines (7–8) compute the cofactor of the conditional functions of the
variables V i according to the predicate c and apply recursively the algorithm,
in order to generate the two branches of the Ite construct. On the other hand,
line (9) applies recursively the algorithm to the remaining dimensions. Line (10)
puts together the results of the recursive calls.

We have still to define the functions choose cond and select var. Our heuristic
to select a condition is to choose the one which appears in the greatest number
of conditional functions. The algorithm 2 describe the variable selection algo-
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Algorithm 2 Selecting the variables to be put in the Ite construct
Function select var(c, V, f)
Parameter: An integer −1 ≤ dmaxselect ≤ ∞
Input: a condition c, a set V of variable and the associated vector f of conditional
functions
Output: a subset W of V

(1) begin
(2) if dmaxselect = −1 then
(3) return {v}, such that c ∈ supp(fv)
(4) else
(5) let Wc = {v ∈ V | c ∈ supp(fv)} in
(6) let Wo = {v ∈ V | |supp(fv)| < dmaxselect} in
(7) return Wc ∪ Wo

(8) end

rithm. In the case where dmaxselect ≥ 0, the line (5) selects all the variables,
the associated function of which depends on the condition: it is natural to put
these functions in the branches of the Ite construct. What to do with the other
functions ? If we want for instance to obtain the best correct approximation, we
have to select all the remaining variables. In order to leave opened a full range of
possibilities, we use the parameter dmaxselect: if a function depends on less than
dmaxselect predicates, line (6) will select the associated variable. The special case
dmaxselect = −1 allows to forbid any factorization of predicates and to obtain
the postαcart described in section 5.

Satisfying the assertion. If we remove the assumption that Ast = true,
we have to satisfy it before computing the relation. This is performed by the
algorithm 3, which use Ite and Assert constructs to recursively decompose the
Mtbdd of Ast . The parameter dmaxassert allows to bound the depth of the Ite
constructs. If the line (7) is executed, then the assertion will be only partially
satisfied on the corresponding branch.

Theorem 2 (Correctness). For any decomposed relation R constructed by the
algorithm 3, �R�α � τα

best

6.2 Complexity and Accuracy Results

Let us denote by R(a,i,s) the decomposed relation generated by the algorithm 3
with the parameters dmaxassert = a, dmaxite = i, dmaxselect = s. First, notice
that by adjusting these parameters, it is possible to obtain some of the postcon-
dition operators described in section 5; for instance:

�R(∞,∞,∞)�α = τα
best

�R(∞,∞,−1)�α = τα
cart

�R(0,0,−1)�α = �R(0,0,0)�α = τα
abs
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Algorithm 3 Satisfying the assertion
Function make(a, f , d)
Parameter: An integer dmaxassert

Input: An assertion a, a vector f , and an integer d
Output: A decomposed relation R

(1) begin
(2) let (m, a′) = factorize bdd(a) in
(3) match a′ with
(4) ∆(true) → return Assert(m, decompose(V, fm, 0))
(5) ∆(c, a+, a−) →
(6) if d = dmaxassert then
(7) return Assert(m, decompose(V, fm, 0))
(8) else
(9) let R+ = make(a+, fm∧c, d + 1) in
(10) let R− = make(a−, fm∧c̄, d + 1) in
(11) return Assert(m, Ite(c, R+, R−))
(12) end

Theorem 3. The following relationships between decomposed relations holds:

�R(a+1,∞,∞)�α � �R(a,∞,∞)�α

�R(a,i+1,s)�α � �R(a,i,s)�α

�R(a,∞,∞)�α � �R(a,i,1)�α � �R(a,i,0)�α � �R(a,i,−1)�α

Moreover, the size of R(a,i,s) is in O(2min(a+d,#c) · #e · #v) for s ≤ 1, and in
O(2min(a+d,#c+(#v−1)·min(s,#c)) ·#e ·#v) for s ≥ 2.

The arguments used in the proof are mainly the monotonicity of the operators
defining decomposed relations and the property (X �Y1)� (X �Y2) � X � (Y1�
Y2). Proving more precise results is difficult, and perhaps impossible, because
the modification of one parameter can completely change the structure of the
recursive calls in the generation algorithm.

7 Specialization of a Decomposition and Partitioned
Systems

We show here how to use the assertion to perform a partial evaluation of a
decomposed relation on both origin and destination predicates, and how to take
advantage of it when a partitioned domain is used.

Principle. Let us consider a decomposed relation R, two abstract values P (s)
and Q(s′), and let us evaluate �R�α(P � Q). Consider an Ite(c, . . .) construct,
and let us note m the conjunction of conditions encountered in the Assert and
Ite constructs from the root to this construct. Suppose that during the recursive
evaluation following the table 1, the result of the negative branch of the Ite(c, . . .)
construct returns ⊥. That means s ∈ P and s′ ∈ Q are related only if m ∧ c
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c1 ∧ c2

c3

R1

R2 c4

R3 R4

c4

R5 R6

{v1, v2, v3} {v4}

{v1, v2} {v3}

(a) Before specialization

c1 ∧ c2 ∧ c4

c3

R1

R2 R′
4

R′
6

{v1, v2, v3} {v4}

{v1, v2} {v3}

(b) After specialization

Fig. 3. Specialization of a decomposed relation

is satisfied. We can then strengthen the assertion with this information, and
recompute a new decomposition. We obtain then a decomposed relation R wich
gives a correct approximation of τ for any X(s) � P (s) and Y (s′) � Q(s′).

Example 6. For instance, on the figure 3(a), if we suppose that this happens on
the Ite(c4,R5,R6) construct, we get a new assertion c1 ∧ c2 ∧ c4 and we can
generate the decomposed relation depicted on the figure 3(b). Here the depth
of Ite constructs is decreased by 1 above R4 and R6, which means that less
predicates will be abstracted in R′

4 and R
′
6.

The general procedure consists in evaluationg �R�α on P � Q, to compute the
disjunction g of all the conjunction of conditions leading to ⊥, to strengthen the
formula Ast with ¬g, and to recompute a new decomposed relation.
Interest of the specialization. If we fix the parameters (a, i, s), strengthening
the assertion by specializing a decomposed relation R(a,i,s) on P (s)�Q(s′) is very
interesting, because the algorithm 1 is applied to simpler conditional functions.
As a consequence, the number of abstracted predicates is decreased and the
factorization can be more effective. So, with a constant complexity, the accuracy
is improved.

It also provides a way to compute necessary conditions for a concrete state
in P to lead to a concrete state in Q in an incremental way. We can repeat the
process of evaluating �R�α(P � Q), strengthening the assertion and computing
a new decomposition. The iteration will converge because only a finite number
of predicates are involved in the conditional functions.
Use of specialization on partitioned systems. On a partitioned abstract
lattice, where a set of concrete states is abstracted by a n-uplet of disjoint
abstract values [16], specialization can be used by specializing assertions and
decomposed relations on edges linking two abstract classes. Consider a finite
partition K = {P (k) ∈ A | k ∈ K} of S into abstract values. For each
pair of classes (k1, k2) we can consider an assertion Astk1❀k2 and a decom-
posed relation Rk1❀k2 specialized on P (k1)(s)� P (k2)(s′). During forward anal-
ysis, postconditions will be computed along edges with postk1❀k2 = λX �
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Table 2. Experiment

P (k).�R�α(X(s)�P (k2)(s′)), and similar precondition operators will be used for
backward analysis.

Assertions associated to edges can also be used to refine a partition. Indeed,
comparing two assertions Astk❀k1 and Astk❀k2 allows to separate those states
in P (k) wich can only lead to k1 or k2. Such information is the basis of sev-
eral partition refinement techniques, in abstract interpretation [16,11] or in the
combination of deduction and model-checking [24].

Last but not least, our technique allows to link the precision of the transfer
functions to the precision induced by the partition: when a partition is refined,
specialization becomes stronger and decomposed relations are more precise.

8 Experimental Evaluation

We implemented our technique in the tool NBac [16], which perform verification
of Lustre programs [13] having both Boolean and numerical variables. The
algorithms implemented in this tool include forward and backward analysis,
automatic partition refinement and interleaved iterations of these.

We experimented it on a railway control system described in [16]. Table 2(a)
gives information on the input program, where N is the number of trains. The
assertion, which models the environment and from which comes in a great part
the complexity of the system, states basically that the trains obey the orders they
are given. Tables 2(b) and 2(c) gives the verification results for the property 2
defined in [16]. We give for different values of the parameters the time in seconds,
the number of analysis cycles followed by partition refinement cycles, and the
average number of Ite per decomposed relation (only in table 2(b)). We used
the standard Boolean lattice for the Boolean variables (i.e., Boolean variables
are not abstracted) and the convex polyhedra lattice Pol( lQn) for the numerical
variables. We were able to verify the property only for s = dmaxselect ≥ 2. The
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tables shows that on this example a small bound on the maximum depth of
nested Ite operators still allows the verification to be successful, and at a very
cheap cost compared to the cost observed when this depth is not bounded (row
indexed by (∞,∞, 2)). Observe also that the use of less precise operators does
not require a higher number of refinement steps to prove the property, which
shows that a greater precision is not needed for the proof.

9 Conclusion

We proposed a generic framework to combine different datatypes in Abstract
Interpretation of reactive systems. Our solution is based on the assumption that
transition functions of the analysed system can be represented by conditional
functions as defined in definition 2. This quite liberal assumption allows us to
design a generic method to analyse and verify such programs, which relies on
the following ingredients:

– Combining abstract lattices devoted to each datatype into a global abstract
lattice with the very simple direct product operator;

– Using partitioning on the previous lattice to improve its precision;
– Using decomposed relations to compute transfer functions and to adapt their
precision with the precision induced by the partitioning.

The paper focuses more precisely on the last point. Our preliminary experi-
ments shows the usefulness of approximating transfer functions in a flexible and
parametrized way: it can make the global method considerably more efficient.
Our future plans are to experiment the combination of other datatypes and/or
abstract lattices with this method.
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